
FAHRENHEIT 451 THE HEARTH AND THE

Fahrenheit Summary. Guy Montag is a fireman in charge of burning books in a grim, futuristic United States. After
suspecting a lingering nearby presence, he meets his new neighbor, an inquisitive and unusual seventeen-year-old
named Clarisse McClellan.

They believe that individuals are not as important as the collective mass of culture and history. When Montag
first entertains the idea of quitting his job for awhile because Millie offers him no sympathetic understanding,
he feigns illness and goes to bed. In a few short days, this man is transformed from a narrow-minded and
prejudiced conformist into a dynamic individual committed to social change and to a life of saving books
rather than destroying them. When Montag asks about it he gets completely shot down by his wife. The
symbol of blood is intimately related to the Snake machine. When Millie overdoses on sleeping pills which
Bradbury never fully explains as accidental or suicidal , she is saved by a machine and two machinelike men
who don't care whether she lives or dies. Impossible; for how many people did you know who refracted your
own light to you? He can't remember when or where he first met her. The handymen leave Montag alone with
his still-sleeping wife. She has abandoned reality through her use of these tiny technological wonders that
instill mindlessness. Note that a couple visual metaphors for knowledge were traditionally of a woman,
sometimes bathed in bright light or holding a burning torch. The television family that never says or does
anything significant, the high-speed abandon with which she drives their car, and even the overdose of
sleeping pills are all indicators for Montag that their life together is meaningless. Montag enters his home and
goes into his bedroom, where he finds his wife Mildred in bed. For example, Montag never knew that firemen
used to fight actual fires or that billboards used to be only 20 feet long. The smile, just like his "burnt-corked"
face, is a mask. He looks around the table at the other firemen and realizes that they all look exactly like he
does: dark hair, unshaven, sunburnt faces. Just as he does this, a squad of jet bombers drops bombs and shakes
the house immensely. Yet, if the water imagery of this early scene implies rebirth or regeneration, this imagery
is also associated with the artificiality of the peoples' lives in the futuristic dystopia of Fahrenheit  Your time is
important. Despite all these differences, the two are attracted to one another. She confides to him that she has
started skipping school. This chapter shows a distant, disconnected relationship between these two characters.
Here, vehicles resemble beetles in the dystopian society. The Phoenix After the bombing of the city, Granger
compares mankind to a phoenix that burns itself up and then rises out of its ashes over and over again.


